
Monday
Who Can Fight Against It?
   Today’s Scripture  Revelation 13:1-4

The theme of Revelation is “Victory in Jesus.” One might outline the book 
as follows: 
Chapters 1-3: Christ Oversees His Churches
Chapters 4-11: Christ Opens the Book 
Chapters 12-20: Christ Overcomes the Dragon 
Chapters 21-22: Christ Opens the Gates. 

The chapters we will look at over the next few days are from the section 
that highlights Christ’s defeat of the Dragon and his minions. Revelation 
12:9 makes it clear that the Dragon is Satan (or the Devil; cf. Rev. 2:13, 
24; 3:9; 12:2, 7; 20: 2, 10). The following chapters introduce the servants 
of the Dragon: 
        The Sea Beast (13:1) 
        The Land Beast (13:11) 
        The False Prophet (16:13; 19:20) 
        The City of Babylon (14:8; 17:1ff) 

The chapter we are considering today focuses on the sea beast and the 
land beast. The land beast serves the sea beast and makes the earth 
worship him (13:12). Both beasts serve the dragon (13:4). 

“Beast” commonly referred to an oppressive world power that was 
persecuting God’s people in apocalyptic literature (which Revelation 
is). When we compare Revelation 13 with Daniel 2 and 7 we see many 
similarities. The most dangerous beast of Daniel 7 is the great beast 
of Revelation 13. Daniel says that the great beast he forsaw is a fourth 
kingdom from the kingdom of Babylon, the kingdom of Rome. This is the 
very empire that was persecuting the Christians who first read Revelation 
13. 

The first readers of this letter felt overwhelmed by the power of the 
beast, the Roman government. Their fears are embodied in the cry, “Who 
can fight against it?” (13:4). John is reminding them that there is a Savior 
who can fight against it. We have the luxury of not being persecuted by 
our government but we need to remember that governments do not 
always serve God. Will we?

Today, I will…put my trust in my God, not my government. 
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